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COMPEL

On September 8, 2010, defendant MKW Alloy, Inc.
(“defendant”) filed a notice of motion to compel plaintiff Mobile
Hi-Tech Wheels (“plaintiff”) to respond to Request no. 22 of its
first set of requests for production of documents, a joint
stipulation and the supporting declaration of Nilam J. Patel with
exhibits, and plaintiff filed the opposing declaration of Edward
R. Schwartz with exhibit.  Neither party filed a supplemental
memorandum.  This matter is decided in Chambers without oral
argument pursuant to Local Rule 7-15; thus, the hearing scheduled
on September 29, 2010, is taken off calendar.

BACKGROUND
On April 27, 2010, plaintiff Mobile Hi-Tech Wheels filed its

Third Amended Complaint (“TAC”) for patent infringement against
defendants MKW Alloy, Inc., Dzinesquare, Inc., Young H. Kim and
Dare Technologies, Inc., dba Dare Global and Dare Wheel
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., and this complaint is currently pending. 
Plaintiff alleges that since 1986, it has designed and
distributed custom wheels for automobiles, and these products are
sold to automobile dealers, retail distributors of automobile
wheels and consumers throughout the United States.  TAC ¶ 8.  On
October 14, 2008, plaintiff obtained design patent no. D578,459



1  Although defendant MKW Alloy, Inc., answered plaintiff’s
First Amended Complaint on September 29, 2009, it has not
answered plaintiff’s Third Amended Complaint.
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(“the ‘459 Patent”) for a wheel design plaintiff sells under the
name ILLUSION.  TAC ¶ 9, Exh. A.  On February 3, 2009, plaintiff
obtained design patent no. D585,808 (“the ‘808 Patent”) for a
wheel design plaintiff sells under the name BOMBER.  TAC ¶ 10,
Exh. B.  Plaintiff alleges defendant “offered for sale and sold
vehicle wheels which embody the patented ILLUSION and BOMBER
designs[,]” and these infringing wheels were designed by
defendant Young H. Kim without plaintiff’s authorization and with
full knowledge of plaintiff’s ‘459 and ‘808 Patents and their
commercial success.  TAC ¶¶ 11-12, 15-18.  Plaintiff seeks:  a
declaratory judgment that Patents ‘459 and ‘808 are valid and
owned by plaintiff, and that defendant has infringed these
patents; injunctive relief against defendant; damages “an amount
not less than a reasonable royalty . . . or an amount equal to
Defendants’ profits . . . , whichever is greater, and that such
damages be trebled”; prejudgment interest; and other relief.1 

DISCUSSION
Under the federal rules, discovery is permitted in civil

actions of “any nonprivileged matter that is relevant to any
party’s claim or defense. . . .”  Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1). 
“‘Generally, the purpose of discovery is to remove surprise from
trial preparation so the parties can obtain evidence necessary to
evaluate and resolve their dispute.’”  Quiksilver, Inc. v. Kymsta
Corp., 247 F.R.D. 579, 582 (C.D. Cal. 2007) (citations omitted);
Bible v. Rio Props., Inc., 246 F.R.D. 614, 617 (C.D. Cal. 2007). 
The party who resists discovery has the burden to show discovery
should not be allowed, and has the burden of clarifying,
explaining, and supporting its objections.  Blankenship v. Hearst
Corp., 519 F.2d 418, 429 (9th Cir. 1975); Bible, 246 F.R.D. at
618.  One of the discovery tools is Rule 34, which provides for
the production of documents and things, requiring a party to
produce or permit inspection of documents responsive to a request
for production of documents when such documents are in the
party’s “possession, custody or control.”  Fed. R. Civ. P.
34(a)(1). 

//
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On or about January 21, 2010, defendant propounded its first
set of requests for production of documents on plaintiff, and
those requests included Request no. 22, which states: 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 22:
All DOCUMENTS, including, but not limited to,

settlement agreements, which evidence any and all other
lawsuits that YOU have filed pertaining to an alleged
infringement of YOUR wheel designs.

Declaration of Nilam J. Patel (“Patel”) Decl. ¶ 3, Exh. A at 7. 
On or about February 22, 2010, plaintiff responded to Request no.
22, stating:

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 22:
Objection.  The request is overly broad and unduly

burdensome and seeks documents which are beyond the
scope of discovery as defined in Rule 26, Fed.R.Civ.P.

Patel Decl. ¶ 4, Exh. B at 7. 

During the Rule 37 meet and confer process, plaintiff
advised defendant that plaintiff “had filed approximately 37
lawsuits and the documents relating to the same were
expansive[,]” Patel Decl. ¶ 13 at 4:6-8, and defendant agreed to
“limit[] the scope of . . . Request No. 22 to include a list
identifying the lawsuits filed by [plaintiff] pertaining to the
alleged infringement of [plaintiff’s] patents, by case names and
numbers, identify[ing] the patent(s) involved in each case, and 
. . . produc[ing] the settlement agreements entered into in those
cases.”  Jt. Stip. at 3:15-18; Patel Decl., ¶ 14, Exh. J.  The
plaintiff “agreed that [it] would provide a list of the
approximately 37 lawsuits pertaining to the alleged infringement
of [plaintiff’s] wheels, including specific case and patent
claims information[,]” Patel Decl., ¶ 13 at 4:8-11, and plaintiff
has now provided that list to defendant.  See Declaration of
Edward R. Schwartz (“Schwartz Decl.”) ¶ 2, Exh. A.  Additionally,
plaintiff advised defendant “that no prior lawsuits filed by [it]
related to the infringement of . . . the patents at issue in this
matter[,]” Patel Decl. ¶ 13 at 4:16-18, and further advised
defendant that it “had no established royalty rates, and that a
previous trial had resulted in a jury finding and entering of a
reasonable royalty rate. . . .”  Id. at 4:18-21.  The plaintiff
has refused to produce any prior settlement agreements to
defendant. 
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This Court has previously determined that “there is no
federal privilege preventing the discovery of settlement
agreements and related documents.”  Board of Trustees of the
Leland Stanford Jr. Univ. v. Tyco Int’l Ltd., 253 F.R.D. 521,
522-23 (C.D. Cal. 2008).  Then, after determining that the
documents being sought were relevant because “plaintiffs . . .
relied upon and cited past settlement agreements to support their
claims . . . ,” this Court granted a motion by a defendant in a
patent case to compel the patentee to produce past settlement
agreements.  Id. at 522.  This is not our case, however.

Here, in contrast, defendant argues that plaintiff’s prior
settlement agreements are relevant to the pending case because:

past licenses and previous settlement agreements
relating to [plaintiff’s] wheel designs can represent
the best evidence of royalty rates at which [plaintiff]
could/would license its patented wheel designs and is
therefore, both relevant and essential in proving
[defendant’s] potential liability for [plaintiff’s]
alleged claims.

Jt. Stip. at 2:19-23.  This argument is not persuasive, however,
since plaintiff has represented that none of its past settlement
agreements pertain to either the ‘459 Patent or ‘808 Patent,
which are the subject of this litigation.  See Schwartz Decl. 
¶ 1, Exh A.  Further, plaintiff has also represented that none of
its past settlement agreements include the granting of a license
or the payment of a royalty.  Schwarz Decl. ¶ 3.  Thus, the Court
finds plaintiff’s past settlement agreements would not assist
defendant in determining a reasonable royalty rate for the ‘459
Patent or ‘808 Patent, and plaintiff has shown such documents are
not relevant within the meaning of Rule 26(b).  See, e.g.,
General Elec. Co. v. DR Sys., Inc., 2007 WL 1791677, *2 (E.D.
N.Y.) (refusing to compel production of settlement agreements
when such settlement agreements involved different patent than
patent-at-issue); cf. Conerly v. Marckwald, 131 U.S. 159, 161, 
9 S. Ct. 744, 745, 33 L. Ed. 117 (1889) (“[T]he payment of a sum
in settlement of a claim for an alleged infringement of a patent
‘cannot be taken as a standard to measure the value of the
improvements patented, in determining the damages sustained by
the owner of the patent in other cases of infringement.’”
(citation omitted); Panduit Corp. v. Stahlin Bros. Fibre Works,
Inc., 575 F.2d 1152, 1164 (6th Cir. 1978) (“A royalty, if any,
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resulting from settlement of an infringement suit between
[plaintiff] and a third party, should not be considered evidence
of an ‘established’ royalty and thus a measure of adequate
damages” since “[l]icense fees negotiated in the face of a threat
of high litigation costs ‘may be strongly influenced by a desire
to avoid full litigation.’” (citation omitted)).  The plaintiff’s
objection to Request no. 22 is sustained, and defendant’s motion
to compel is denied.

ORDER
Defendant MKW Alloys, Inc.’s motion to compel a response

from plaintiff to Request no. 22 IS DENIED.
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